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Patients with schizophrenia who experience inserted thoughts report a diminished sense of thought authorship. Based on its
elusive neural basis, this functional neuroimaging study used a novel setup to convince healthy participants that a technical
device triggers thoughts in their stream of consciousness. Self-reports indicate that participants experienced their thoughts as
self-generated when they believed the (fake) device was deactivated, and attributed their thoughts externally when they
believed the device was activated—an experience usually only reported by patients diagnosed with schizophrenia. Distinct
activations in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) were observed: ventral mPFC activation was linked to a sense of thought
authorship and dorsal mPFC activation to a diminished sense of thought authorship. This functional differentiation
corresponds to research on self- and other-oriented reflection processes and on patients with schizophrenia who show
abnormal mPFC activation. Results thus support the notion that the mPFC might be involved in thought authorship as well as
anomalous self-experiences.
Key words: self/externally-generated/self-generated/ fMRI/ventral medial prefrontal cortex/dorsal medial prefrontal
cortex/cortical midline structures

Introduction
Individuals who experience the symptom of thought insertion report that they are not the cause of their thoughts, and attribute
authorship to an external entity.1 Accordingly, conceptual approaches assume that thought insertion is characterized by a lack
of control and authorship of thoughts.2 Thought insertion is one of the “first-rank symptoms” of schizophrenia3; its persistence
for over a month leads to a diagnosis of schizophrenia as per the International Classification of Diseases (ICD10).4 Moreover,
it is one of the extreme examples of a range of transformations in the basic sense of self that have been collectively named
self-disorders and regarded as key features of schizophrenia since early descriptions of the illness. 5,6 It is thus surprising that
there has not yet been a systematic investigation of its neurocognitive and neurobiological basis.
Healthy individuals build and maintain a continuous sense of self that binds together subjective experiences, body, actions
and thoughts distinct from others. Neuroimaging studies consistently report that the cortical midline structures (CMS) are
crucially involved in self-reflection and show enhanced activation when individuals process information closely linked to
themselves.7,8 CMS include the ventral medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC), anterior
cingulate cortex, and posterior cingulate cortex, encompassing the precuneus. 7 Accordingly, CMS are assumed to play a key
role in an altered sense of self as experienced by patients with schizophrenia. 9,10
Given the lack of research on thought insertion, the presented study sought to explore the neural basis of thoughts for
which participants did or did not report a sense of authorship. This research has been limited by the challenge of provoking
the symptom within the context of a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study. Consequently, a novel experimental
design was developed, in which healthy participants would experience thoughts for which they did not report a sense of
authorship. In particular, it convinced participants that a fictional transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) device was able to
trigger thoughts, thus creating an unusual
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context for them to question the causal origin of their own thoughts. Self-report measures indicate that the experimental
design successfully provoked healthy participants to attribute the cause of their thoughts to the fictional TMS, indicating an
altered sense of authorship—often reported by patients with schizophrenia. This makes the presented study the first to
directly compare neural correlates of thoughts with a coherent and diminished sense of authorship. Based on their role in selfreferential processes7,8 and previous speculations that alterations in CMS might be linked to anomalies in the sense of self, 9,10
we expected activation in the CMS to be associated with thought monitoring processes of thought authorship.

Methods
Participants
Thirty right-handed11 participants were recruited via an e-mail list of students at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. Individuals
who did not study psychology, medicine, or physics and never underwent TMS or MRI examinations were eligible (one
reported a previous MRI). Additional exclusion criteria were a history of psychiatric disorders, assessed via the MiniInternational Neuropsychiatric Interview,12 neurological diseases, head trauma or metallic implants. One participant was
excluded due to excessive head movement (10 mm), which rendered a sample of 29 participants (Mean (𝑀 ) age = 22.7 𝑦,
17 females). Volunteers were compensated 30€ and consented upfront to participate in a combined TMS and fMRI study.
The ethics committee of the German Society for Psychology in Berlin approved the procedure.
Task Design
This study sought to alter the sense of thought authorship of healthy individuals. To initially conceal the study objective,
participants were invited to a “combined fMRI and TMS study” exploring neural processes of thinking about own thoughts. To
allow for participants to attribute their thoughts externally, they were presented with a normal MRI head coil and falsely
informed that it was an MRI-compatible TMS device that would be used to stimulate their brain and thus to externally
generate thoughts.
Task Instructions. First, the investigator provided participants with illustrative and accurate information regarding the
methods of TMS and fMRI. Participants were then introduced to an alleged TMS expert. He presented a video from a real
educational program depicting how TMS can induce involuntary hand movements and explained that a special MRIcompatible TMS device would be employed, which is built into a helmet to cover the participant’s entire head. Next, the
investigator provided participants with the crucial (but fallacious) information that thinking about an animal activates an area in
the prefrontal cortex and that this area would be stimulated during the experiment to trigger a thought of an animal. The
investigator explained that a structural MRI scan would first locate this cortical area to subsequently focus the TMS to it.
Moreover, the investigator misleadingly compared the process of triggering a thought of a certain animal to the process of
triggering an involuntary hand movement as seen in the video. To enhance plausibility and to set expectations on the
perceivability of effects of the TMS, the investigator explained that, unlike in the video, only an imperceptible and inaudible
stimulation would be employed.
Main Experimental Design. First, a colored cue informed participants about the mode of the fictional TMS device: a green
circle signified that the TMS was activated to trigger a thought of an animal (ON), a red circle that it was deactivated (OFF),
and an orange circle signified an ambiguous condition, in which no explicit (and false) information was provided whether the
TMS was activated or deactivated (ambiguous; figure 1). During a 10s monitoring interval, participants were instructed to think
of one animal that was coming to their mind during each trial and to consider whether the occurring thought was self- or
externally generated, while a row of dots slowly appeared on the screen to indicate stimulation activity. Next, a “Thought
Authorship Question” prompted participants to indicate how sure they were that the thought was self-generated and a
“Thought Control Question” whether they were able to control it. Participants answered by moving a cursor with their right
hand along a continuous visual analogue scale ranging from “very sure/Me” to “not sure/TMS” for the Authorship and from
“full control” to “no control” for the Thought Control question. The scales were continuous in that they had no visible numbers,
markers, or increments, and could be clicked on anywhere in between. Scale direction varied randomly to prevent
anticipation. Participants were not time restricted and were encouraged to use the entire scale. A “TMS Question” concluding
each trial required participants to indicate whether they believed that the TMS was activated and stimulated their brain (by
clicking on a green circle), or whether they believed that it was deactivated (by clicking on a red circle). The ambiguous
condition, in which participants did not receive information regarding the TMS modus, was especially important because it
allowed an assessment of what participants thought happened during the monitoring interval (subsequently divided into
rated_ON and rated_OFF trials, based on participants’ response). A new trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross
that varied in its duration between 4 s and 6 s in steps of 500 ms. In total, 80 trials (20 ON, 20 OFF, 40 ambiguous) were
presented randomly in two blocks without informing participants about their frequency.
It is important to emphasize that only participants’ belief regarding the influence of the TMS differed between experimental
conditions. We assumed
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Fig. 1. Experimental task: In three experimental conditions participants received different information regarding the operation mode of the
fictional TMS: OFF (TMS is turned off; red cue), ON (TMS is turned on; green cue), ambiguous (TMS is either turned off or on; orange cue).
The experimental setup thus allowed the manipulation of participant’s belief whether the fictional TMS device influenced their stream of
thoughts and triggered a thought of an animal.

participants would adopt two different stances: when informed that the TMS was off (OFF trials), we expected them to
experience a coherent sense of thought authorship. In contrast, when informed that the TMS was on (ON trials), we expected
them to closely monitor their thoughts and possibly experience them to be externally triggered (diminished sense of
authorship). Crucially, we assumed that only profound alterations in the sense of thought authorship during ambiguous trials
(during which no information on the TMS mode was provided) would cause participants to rate the TMS as activated
(rated_ON). More precisely, we expected particularly low authorship ratings in ambiguous trials rated_ON, and thus
considered these trials critical for the investigation of a diminished sense of authorship. Furthermore, we considered the
number of ambiguous rated_ON trials to indicate the credibility of the experimental design. We directly probed participants’
conviction after the final trial by asking how sure they were that the TMS device could influence thoughts (Global Conviction),
and influenced their thoughts (Personal Conviction). The continuous response scale ranged from “not at all sure” to “very
sure.”
Questionnaires. After leaving the scanner and before debriefing, participants completed the Schizotypal Personality
Questionnaire (SPQ), a self-report measure of 74 binary questions to assess nine schizotypal traits according to the DSM-IIIR.13
At the end of the session, participants were debriefed by a psychologist and informed that no TMS device was present
and that it is currently not possible to trigger specific thoughts by means of cortical stimulation, ensuring that every participant
understood the rationale of us having to use this experimental setup in the context of the study before leaving.
Data acquisition and Analysis
fMRI Image Acquisition. Images were acquired on a 3-Tesla Magnetom Trio MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Systems) using
a 12-channel radiofrequency head coil. T1-weighted structural images were obtained (repetition time (𝑇𝑅 ) = 2500 ms; echo
time (𝑇𝐸 ) = 4.77 ms; inversion time = 1100 ms, acquisition matrix = 256 × 256 × 176, flip angle = 7˚; 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 voxel
size). Functional MRI images were collected using a T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (𝑇𝑅 = 2000 ms, 𝑇𝐸
= 30 ms, image matrix = 64 × 64, 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 voxel size, 36 slices). Presentation software (www.neurobs.com) and
Visuastim video goggles (Resonance Technology, Inc., USA) were used for visual presentation and responses were obtained
using an MR compatible trackball (Current Designs Inc., USA).
FMRI Data Preprocessing and Analysis. Preprocessing and statistical analysis were computed using SPM12
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) implemented in Matlab (The Mathwork Inc.). First, EPI images were slice-time corrected
and realigned to correct for head movements. To spatially realign images, a mean EPI image was constructed and used as a
reference. The structural T1 image was coregistered with that mean EPI. First, T1 images were segmented and then
normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template together with the EPI images (unified segmentation). Finally,
images were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm FWHM. Preprocessed images were analyzed
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with two different statistical models (common general linear model (GLM) and parametric GLM) as implemented in SPM12.
The monitoring intervals of the relevant trials were modeled with a duration of 10 s. On the single-subject level, the design
matrix included the relevant onsets that were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function and its temporal
derivatives and six realignment parameters. A high-pass filter of 128 was used.
Common GLM. A GLM with four regressors was calculated to compare the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signals in
trials of different conditions: regressors referred to the onsets of ON, OFF, ambiguous rated_ON, and rated_OFF trials,
respectively. Statistical parametric effects for each voxel and each subject were calculated for the resulting contrasts.
Individual contrast images were then entered into a second-level analysis to calculate between-subject statistics.
Parametric GLM. To identify whether signal intensities during the monitoring interval were modulated by individual authorship
ratings at the end of the trial, the onsets of all monitoring intervals were modeled as one regressor and the corresponding
authorship ratings as a second. Contrast maps for the authorship regressor were obtained for each individual and then
entered in a second-level random-effects analysis. A t-test across all subjects tested for statistically significant positive and
negative modulations.
For all reported contrasts, resulting statistical values were thresholded with a significance level of 𝑝 < .001 on a voxel
level, and with a family-wise error correction (FWE) of 𝑝 < .05 on a cluster level. Based on previous literature implicating the
CMS in self-referential processes,7,8 we hypothesized that thought authorship monitoring processes would be linked to
enhanced neural activation in these areas and employed small volume correction in the CMS to correct for multiple
comparisons. The region-of-interest (ROI) was based on the Automatic Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas14 employing WFU
pickatlas.15 The ROI encompassed medial superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital gyrus, gyrus rectus, supplemental motor area,
precuneus, paracentral lobe, and cingulum (anterior, mid and posterior). For exploratory purposes of this novel fMRI task, we
additionally report whole-brain results with a level of significance of 𝑝 < .001, with an FWE correction of 𝑝 < .05 on cluster
level (see supplementary material. Supplementary material to this article is available. For more information see
http://hdl.handle.net/21.11116/0000-0008-979E-C). Labeling of activation clusters was performed based on the AAL atlas.
Behavioral Data Analysis. Behavioral data were analyzed using Matlab and SPSS21 (IBM). Participants’ responses on the
continuous visual analogue scales were converted from their precise location on the scales to values ranging from 0 to 100.
High values represented a coherent sense of authorship (eg, self-generated)/full control; low values represented a diminished
sense of authorship (eg, externally-generated)/no control. On the Conviction Scales, high values indicated strong and low
values weak conviction. Self-ratings across different conditions were compared using paired sample 𝑡-tests. To explore
experimentally induced alterations in thought authorship, we computed mean differences in authorship ratings between
ambiguous rated_ON and rated_OFF trials (Altered Authorship Score). To investigate authorship ratings throughout the
experiment, we split the total amount of 80 trials into three bins (first part: first 27 trials/second part: middle 26 trials/third part:
last 27 trials) and employed a repeated measure ANOVA to compare mean authorship ratings as well as the number of
ambiguous rated_ON trials.

Results
Behavioral Results
TMS Question. Participants indicated in 44.1% of ambiguous trials that the fictional TMS was activated. Ambiguous trials
were thus divided into two groups depending on the individuals’ judgment in the TMS question (rated_ON and rated_OFF).
Throughout the experiment the number of trials participants judged the fictional TMS device to be activated increased
numerically (table 1).
Thought Authorship Question. Participants reported significantly less authorship, ie, attributed the thought more to the TMS
in ON compared to OFF trials and in rated_ON compared to rated_OFF trials (table 1, Figure 2A). Importantly, participants
reported even less authorship in ambiguous rated_ON trials when they received no external suggestion about the TMS
modus compared to ON trials when they were informed that it was activated. This finding confirms our hypothesis that
ambiguous rated_ON trials would be accompanied by low authorship ratings, indicating profound alterations in the experience
of thought authorship. The ambiguous condition was therefore a priori the most critical for the investigation of the neural basis
of an anomalous sense of thought authorship. Throughout the experiment, participants reported significantly less thought
authorship.
Thought Control Question. Participants reported significantly less control over thoughts in ON than in OFF trials and in
rated_ON compared to rated_OFF trials. Comparing ON and rated_ON trials, participants reported significantly less control in
rated_ON trials than in ON trials.
To explore the relationship between the Thought Authorship and Thought Control Questions, we calculated the correlation
coefficient for the mean difference scores of the ratings in rated_ON and rated_OFF trials, which was statistically significant
(𝑟(29) = 0.752; 𝑝 < .001). Based on our primary research interest in an anomalous sense of thought authorship, we focus
here on the results of the Thought Authorship Question and its relation to fMRI data.
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Table 1. Results of Self-Reports.

Mean behavioral ratings and standard error of the mean (SEM) are reported for 𝑁 = 29 participants as well as 𝑝 values for paired sample 𝑡test and Pearson correlation.

Conviction Question. Participants rated their belief in the functioning of the TMS device on a global and personal conviction
scale (one rating is missing due to technical problems.) The two conviction ratings were significantly correlated with each
other (table 1) and with the Altered Authorship Score (general: 𝑟(29) = 0.445, 𝑝 = .016; personal: 𝑟(28) = 0.388, 𝑝 = .042)
indicating that participants who believed more strongly in the experimental setup reported greater differences in their
authorship experience between ambiguous rated_ON and rated_OFF trials.
Questionnaires. To explore whether experimentally induced transformations in the sense of authorship were related to
personality traits, correlations between the altered authorship score and the nine subscales of the SPQ (Ideas of reference:
𝑀 = 0.90, standard error of the mean (𝑆𝐸𝑀) = 0.2; Excessive social anxiety: 𝑀 = 1.41, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 0.26; Magical thinking:
𝑀 = 0.45, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 0.18; Unusual perceptual experiences: 𝑀 = 0.28, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 0.1; Odd behavior 𝑀 = 0.76, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 0.21; No
close friends: 𝑀 = 0.83, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 0.30; Odd speech: 𝑀 = 1.72, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 0.33; Constricted affect: 𝑀 = 1.1, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 0.30;
Suspiciousness: 𝑀 = 0.69, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 0.16; Sum score: 𝑀 = 8.1, 𝑆𝐸𝑀 = 1.11) were calculated. Only the ideas of reference
subscale yielded a significant relationship with the altered authorship score (𝑟(29) = 0.477, 𝑝 = .009 (not surviving a
Bonferroni correction with an adjusted alpha level of 0.0056 (0.05/9)).
Imaging Results
Based on previous literature that suggests an involvement of CMS in thought monitoring processes of thought authorship, we
used a small volume correction within a defined mask of these ROIs. The following results are reported on an FWE corrected
cluster-level within that small volume correction (table 2; Figure 2B).
Thoughts with a Coherent Sense of Authorship. We compared OFF > ON, rated_OFF > rated_ON, and tested for
positive parametric modulations. The contrast of OFF > ON revealed increased activation in the vmPFC and in the posterior
cingulate extending to the precuneus while the rated_OFF > rated_ON contrast and the parametric GLM did not yield any
significant activation cluster.
Thoughts with a Diminished Sense of Authorship. We compared ON > OFF, rated_ON > rated_OFF, and tested for
negative parametric modulation of authorship ratings. Of those, ambiguous trials were central for the investigation of
anomalous authorship experiences as mean authorship ratings were lowest in rated_ON trials, suggesting fundamental
transformations in the experience of authorship. We observed enhanced activation in the dmPFC for the comparison of both
ON > OFF and rated_ON > rated_OFF. For the latter contrast, increased activation was also observed in the medial parietal
cortex including the precuneus. The parametric GLM did not
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Table 2. FMRI Results.

BA, Brodmann area; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; L left; R right; dmPFC, dorsal medial prefrontal cortex; vmPFC, ventral medial
prefrontal cortex.
Results are corrected with a small volume correction and thresholded with a FWE correction of 𝑝 < 0.05 on a cluster-level.

show any activation cluster negatively modulated by individual authorship ratings.

Discussion
Individuals reporting the symptom of thought insertion describe anomalous experiences regarding the authorship of own
thoughts. To explore neural structures involved in this unusual experience, we developed an experimental setup that
successfully provoked an altered sense of thought authorship among healthy subjects. We introduced participants to a
fictional TMS device that was allegedly able to trigger thoughts, which created the context for them to question the source of
their thoughts. Self-ratings indicate that participants adopted two different stances: when informed that the fictional TMS was
activated, they were more likely to believe that it was generating their thoughts; when informed that it was off, they believed
they generated their thoughts. Even more telling is that in 44% of ambiguous trials (those with no indication of TMS modus)
participants judged the TMS to be activated and felt more strongly that it generated their thoughts than in trials in which it was
explicitly activated. Furthermore, authorship ratings decreased over time, suggesting that the setup remained convincing. We
observed a relationship between a schizotypal personality trait, namely ideas of reference, and the mean difference in
authorship judgments between ambiguous rated_ON and rated_OFF trials (although that finding does not survive Bonferroni
correction). More explicitly, those healthy individuals who tend to perceive external events such as conversations of other
people, advertisements, and information in the media in reference to themselves, experienced a stronger influence of the
TMS on their stream of thoughts. In particular, they reported less authorship and attributed their thoughts more strongly to the
TMS device. This is particularly interesting as it was observed that healthy high schizotypical individuals experience more
frequently self-disorder symptoms than individuals low on schizotypic traits. 16 As it is difficult to study unusual
psychopathologies such as self-disorders in patients, this finding further highlights the usefulness of this approach of inducing
anomalous experiences in healthy participants. Earlier studies also successfully convinced healthy participants that their
thoughts were manipulated17–20; the present study, however, induced anomalous authorship experiences in more trials. 19
Altogether, this experimental fMRI design led healthy participants to question the source of their thoughts and believe that an
external entity could trigger thoughts—a conviction commonly held by patients with schizophrenia who report inserted
thoughts. Furthermore, it allowed us to discern the neural bases of coherent and diminished senses of thought authorship.
Consistent with our hypothesis and various imaging studies exploring self-referential mental processes7,8 enhanced neural
activation along the CMS occurred when participants reflected about their thought authorship. Specifically, both authorship
experiences were associated with activation in the anterior CMS. In the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), enhanced activation
was observed in the vmPFC in OFF trials when participants reported coherent thought authorship, and overlapping activation
in the dmPFC in ON and rated_ON trials when they
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reported a diminished sense of thought authorship. This functional differentiation within the mPFC corresponds to a metaanalysis that revealed a spatial gradient within the mPFC that links the vmPFC to thinking about oneself and the dmPFC to
thinking about others.21
The present results indicate increased vmPFC activation in trials where subjects experienced coherent thought
authorship, consistent with previous findings implicating the vmPFC as a key structure in self-referential thoughts.21–23 These
earlier studies typically relied on self-trait judgments24 (focusing on the “me”25 or “narrative self”26)27; this task is novel in that
participants monitor their sense of authorship (potentially related to the “I” 25 or “minimal self”26). We thus speculate that the
vmPFC plays a crucial role in both aspects of the self— including thought authorship. Moreover, the vmPFC has been
implicated in the value an individual assigns to different types of rewards 22,28—D’Argembeau22 proposed its importance in
self-referential processes as it attaches unique value to information tied to oneself. In this study, suprathreshold vmPFC
activation was only observed in trials participants were informed that the TMS was deactivated, and not in ambiguous
rated_ON trials. In OFF trials participants were certain that they generated their own thoughts, thus we speculate increased
vmPFC activity in these trials represents high personal significance.
Enhanced dmPFC activation was observed in the contrasts of ambiguous rated_ON > rated_OFF trials (lowest vs highest
authorship ratings, respectively), and ON > OFF trials. The results thus suggest that neural activity in the dmPFC is
associated with diminished thought authorship, an unusual experience for healthy participants, which, we propose, shares
similarities with inserted thought experiences reported by patients with schizophrenia.
Previous research implicates the dmPFC in reflection processes focusing on the self and others, 23 especially others that
we perceive as dissimilar to ourselves29,30 including distant public others,31 and in ascribing independent mental states to
other people, termed mentalizing.32–34 Other research links the dmPFC to intentional inhibition, the processes of canceling an
action.35–37 Referring to this functional overlap, Lynn and colleagues 38 proposed that disengaging from a self-centered
perspective might be a common mechanism underlying both processes. In light of the current findings, we speculate that this
disengagement process associated with the dmPFC allowed healthy participants to question their thought authorship and
attribute it externally. Preliminary evidence for this putative functional role comes from research on mindfulness meditation,
the practice of observing one’s momentary experiences in a nonjudgmental, detached way.39 Different meditation practices
activate the mPFC.40 Long-term mindfulness meditators show altered dmPFC connectivity at rest 41 and enhanced dmPFC
activity during mindfulness meditation42 and self-appraisal, associated with reports of nonreactance towards experiences.43
Chinese Buddhists, whose beliefs challenge the existence of static self, showed enhanced activation in the dmPFC (and not
vmPFC) during self-referential processing.44 We speculate that whereas experienced meditators intentionally detach from
own thoughts, the ambiguity of the study setup triggered detachment from thoughts and induced a diminished sense of
authorship in healthy participants—an experience comparable to what patients with schizophrenia report. One patient
reported, “I had lost myself, a constant feeling that my self no longer belonged to me. (…) I was simply sectioned again,
detached from my real self, observing what was being done to me. in a third-person perspective”.45
The current study set out to investigate elusive neural underpinnings potentially involved in such self-disorders. Our
findings indicate involvement of the mPFC in both coherent and diminished senses of thought authorship. The latter is in
accordance with reported structural46,47 and functional48 alterations in the mPFC among patients diagnosed with
schizophrenia. Regarding self- and other-related processes, patients showed lower activation in the vmPFC during selfreflection49–52 and in dmPFC during mentalizing.53 Alterations in these areas might be related to impaired differentiation
between self and others, and thus to blurred boundaries between the two—commonly reported among persons with
schizophrenia.
Furthermore, the mPFC belongs to a default mode network that activates when individuals are resting without instruction
(called resting-state), and shows decreased activation when they are engaging in cognitively demanding tasks. 54,55 The
mPFC is assumed to be linked to self-focused resting-state mental activity.56,57 People with schizophrenia exhibit reduced
vmPFC activity58 and altered connectivity59 during this resting-state. Hence, Northoff10 proposed a direct link between these
rest-related alterations and self-disorders in patients with schizophrenia. A TMS study that disturbed rest-related mPFC
activation accordingly reported abnormal self- awareness among healthy subjects.60 Furthermore, Nelson and colleagues9
highlight the crucial role the CMS might play in maintaining a coherent sense of self, and that alterations might be linked to a
disturbed sense of self.
In the current study enhanced neural activation was also observed in more posterior regions of the CMS, namely the
parietal cortex including different subregions of the precuneus. More specifically, the current findings suggest that the
precuneus is involved in monitoring thought authorship with regional specificities: ventral precuneus was activated during
thoughts with a coherent sense of thought authorship and dorsal precuneus during thoughts with a diminished sense of
thought authorship. The posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus has consistently been found to be involved in self-referential
processing,8,23 the default mode network during episodes of rest53,55 and its core-self system,61 which is in line with the current
finding of increased activation during OFF trials. Furthermore, a
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Fig. 2. Behavioral and FMRI results: (A) Significant difference in the authorship of thought ratings between ON and OFF trials and
between ambiguous trials divided in rated_OFF and rated_ON. When participants believed that the fictional TMS was turned on (ON,
rated_ON), they perceived less authorship and attributed the thought more to the TMS compared to trials in which they believed it was
turned off (OFF, rated_OFF). Moreover, when they subjectively indicated in the ambiguous condition that the TMS was turned on
(rated_ON), they experienced less authorship than when they were informed that it was turned on (ON). Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean (SEM) and asterisk indicates significant differences at 𝑝 < .001. (B) Increased activation in the cortical midline
structures was linked to these two subjective experiences regarding the authorship of thoughts: activation in the vmPFC and posterior
cingulate/ventral precuneus was observed when participants were informed that the TMS was turned off and monitored their own
thoughts (red) and overlapping activation in dmPFC was found when they were informed (green) or believed that the TMS was on
(orange; results from a small volume correction are displayed on an FWE corrected level of 𝑝 < .05) and experienced a diminished sense
of thought authorship. When participants believed the TMS was turned on, increased activation was also observed in the parietal lobe/
dorsal precuneus.

functional specification within the precuneus for self-referential and episodic memory processes has been reported62 that
corresponds to the current differential findings in that region. It would be an intriguing avenue for future studies to further
investigate the role of the precuneus in thoughts with a diminished sense of thought authorship and whether and how these
are related to episodic memory processes.
Limitations. We introduced an experimental setup that manipulates the sense of thought authorship among healthy
individuals based on the difficulty to repeatedly trigger the symptom of thought insertion in an fMRI session. Clearly,
subjective experiences reported here are qualitatively different than those of patients experiencing inserted thoughts and are
thus not directly comparable. One important difference relates to the content of external thoughts that feel alien. The
instruction to think of an animal may limit results’ generalizability. To address this, we conducted a supplemental block in
which we instructed participants to let their minds wander freely while maintaining the fictional TMS story (see supplementary
material). 33% of ambiguous trials were rated as ON, which we take as evidence that experimentally induced changes in
sense of thought authorship are not limited to the instruction to think of an animal. However, we did not observe significant
activation in the comparison of ambiguous trials, possibly due to a lack of power of this analysis (for more details, see
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supplementary material). Following the supplemental task, we directly tested the credibility of the setup with two conviction
questions. Low ratings on these scales might be interpreted as participants being unsure about the credibility of the setup.
However, we believe that simply prompting scales that question the TMS device might have created those doubts, but only
after the experiment. Concordantly, authorship ratings decreased throughout the experiment, suggesting that the setup
remained plausible throughout and that our approach of inducing an anomalous experience in healthy participants might be
useful to study unusual psychopathologies. Finally, as this is the first fMRI study to investigate experiences of thought
authorship (with 𝑁 = 29), the discussion is preliminary and based on post-hoc interpretations, which emphasizes the
importance of future research including a larger sample size to increase statistical power to address the neurobiological basis
of this core symptom of schizophrenia.
Conclusion. Healthy participants were introduced to a (fake) TMS device that was allegedly capable of triggering thoughts in
their stream of consciousness and thus provoked them to question the authorship of their thoughts. Thoughts that participants
subsequently judged as self- and externally-produced were associated with neural activation in different subunits in the
mPFC. This finding corresponds to self- and other-referential processes in healthy individuals and observed alterations in
patients with schizophrenia who commonly experience anomalous self-experiences. Therefore, the results support the notion
that the mPFC might play a central role in the experience of a coherent sense of self, including a sense of thought authorship,
and in anomalous self-experiences.
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